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QUEENSLAND – WEDNESDAY 5 SEPTEMBER 
A-dec Showroom – 298 Gilchrist Ave Herston

VICTORIA – THURSDAY 11 OCTOBER 
A-dec Showroom – Suite 1, 260 Auburn Rd Hawthorn 

NEW SOUTH WALES – TUESDAY 30 OCTOBER 
A-dec Showroom – Unit 8, 5-9 Ricketty St Mascot

Where & When (Click date to register)

Reprocessing
Cleaning & sterilising  
your dental instruments
A Manufacturer’s  
Recommendation

Effective reprocessing of reusable medical devices  
(RMDs) is crucial in providing the dental practitioner the 
ability to provide quality dental care for their patients.
The dental practitioner is responsible to ensure the  
RMDs to be used have been reprocessed through a 
validated cleaning and sterilisation protocol.

This presentation provides; 
 ●  Guidance on your obligation under the National Law
 ● An understanding to identify a critical instrument  
(and what isn’t…)

 ● An understanding on the cleaning process,  
and how to validate

 ● An understanding of the steam sterilisation process,  
and the daily / weekly / annual testing requirements

 ● An understanding of batch control identification,  
and how to implement

 ● An understanding of the validation protocols  
for reprocessing RMDs

 ● The location of available tools to benchmark  
your current process

 ● An evidence-based understanding of reprocessing in 
line with AS4815:2006, ADA IC Guidelines (3rd Ed.)

FREE REGISTRATION
1.5 CPD

HOURS

Presented by  
Christopher Jobson 
W&H Business Relationship Manager, 
Australia/New Zealand

Christopher Jobson has worked exclusively 
within the Australian Dental Industry for 
thirty years, in consumable and equipment 

sales and for the past ten years with dental handpiece and 
sterilizer manufacturer, W&H.

W&H’s experience in decontamination and sterilisation of complex 
RMDs is well-known, as is their ongoing commitment to infection 
control education to Dental Professionals and Industry Members.

Chris has gathered practical knowledge and experience through 
his activities and contacts with dental professionals, hygiene 
experts and activities with the HE-023 committee for Australian 
Standards in the field of infection control, supported by his 
technical knowledge as a manufacturer of dental handpieces  
and benchtop steam sterilizers.

Course Timings:
Light Refreshments: 5:30 – 6:30pm 
Course Commences: 6:30 – 8.00pm 
Q&A and Networking: 8:00 – 9.00pm

Limited places register today!

1800 225 010

https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/reprocessing-cleaning-sterilizing-your-dental-instruments-tickets-47045613697
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/reprocessing-cleaning-sterilizing-your-dental-instruments-tickets-47044947705
https://www.eventbrite.com.au/e/reprocessing-cleaning-sterilizing-your-dental-instruments-tickets-47044917615

